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ABSTRACT

E-commerce has been with increasing accessibility of the internet in almost

every corner of the world. Despite this fact up to now in most successful

e-commerce systems. Humans are still in the loop to make the most important

decision in various activities within a business transaction. The development of

computer science and network technology, and the rapid emergence of

e-commerce bring limitless business opportunity to trade company. For the trade

company, any consumer-related information is very valuable, but searching for

the enormous amount of data restricts the development of e-commerce. This

proposed system has introduced the performance of every Agent in detail and

the basic thoughts of the mining method adopted. Furthermore, in view of the

business backgrounds and characteristics of e-commerce trade, we design the

data mining system based on Multi-Agent under the circumstance of

e-commerce. It can achieve the goal of mining data accurately and effectively,

and offer the personalized service to users, and improve operational efficiency

for system.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the popularization of Internet, the emergence and blossom of

e-commerce is changing people's ideas toward business affairs. The business
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deal through Internet between franchiser and its client saves a great deal of time

and expenditure. So it is an urgent problem of e-commerce at present to shorten

the distance between franchiser and its client quickly and effectively with

modern trade means. Any consumer-related information is very valuable for

trade companies. Facing the enormous amount of information, when the trade

company accepts useful information, they cannot help to receiving a large

amount of that useless, which is quite time and energy consuming. The data

mining technology brings the hope for solving this problem [1]. Now, many

better data mining systems already have come into operation or tested stage.

Though the existing data mining systems have advantages of their own, yet they

are not so perfect enough concerning the intelligence respect, and still need to be

perfected. And Agent in the field of artificial intelligence has high quality of

intelligence. The combination of the Agent and data mining system can realize

the whole intellectuality of mining process [2]. Therefore, in view of the

business background and characteristic of e-commerce trade, this paper designs

information storehouse for data mining system’s based on Multi-Agent under the

circumstances of e-commerce. It introduces Agent’s characteristics into the

process of data mining, such as autonomy, automatic response, interaction and

adaptation to environment, which enables the data mining system to take on high

efficient mining ability, and offers better personalized service to user.

2. THE DATA MINING SYSTEM BASED ON MULTI-AGENT

Agent generally refers to calculation entity with characteristics, such as

independence, duration, sociality and acting as agent under certain environment.

It has its own knowledge bases and reasoning mechanism, which can make a

voluntary response to environment. Multi-Agent system (MAS) is a system

composed of a lot of Agents, and generally these Agents exchange information

through network infrastructure. In order to succeed in communicating, a certain

Agent needs to cooperate and consult with other Agent [6]. In MAS, the ability

of an individual Agent is limited, but multi-Agent can finish a lot of complicated
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tasks through cooperation [7]. MAS can improve enterprises capability to mine

customer's information effectively, which can economize much time and energy.

Its basic thought is that a user corresponds to one Agent. When users search for

goods on the e-commerce website, the management Agent will carry on

pretreatment for data and establish user Agent, then mine the data and give

information feedback to users finally, offer the individualized service. The frame

of the system is designed as figure 1 shows.

Figure 1 : The System Structure

2.1 The functions of agent in system

(1) Management Agent

It receive user's request from the user's graphic interface, then look over

whether there is user's information in Agent information storehouse. If it does

not exist, establish a user Agent for this user, and provide a systematic serial
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number, and initialize the user's model storehouse; if it does exist, activate the

user Agent. And send users' demand to user Agent, then give the information

feedback excavated by mining Agent to the user. With collecting, managing and

counting various kinds of information resources, it pretreats data collected in the

e-commerce website, draws the relevant data, carries on two-justice analysis,

dispels inconsistency, then transfers the treated data to mining Agent.

(2) User Agent

User Agent is responsible for communicating with management Agent and

receiving and passing user’s order, to the mining Agent, finally analyses and

coordinates the mining result transmitted by mining Agent to upgrade user's

model storehouse and preset information storehouse and submit to the

management Agent at the same time. According to current user model

storehouse and the order of customer, the user Agent provides feedbacks and

studies, which make the information storehouse keep information alive all the

time, eliminate that outdated, and offer the latest. The main arithmetic contained

in the user Agent:

A. The work process of user Agent

On the stage of studying and carrying out on the backstage supporter,

according to user's past behavior, user Agent manages the knowledge in the user

model storehouse, colligates task, analyzes user's present operation intention,

predicts its tendency, optimizes user model storehouse constantly, excavates out

the most possible and frequent used information, and at the same time eliminates

the outdated behavior record. While on the hanging up state, it releases the

ample resources, but monitors the management Agent all the time. Once users

send out order, it will enter the executive mode immediately.

B. Communication among multi-Agents
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When users put forward a request, the corresponding user Agent looks over

the preset information storehouse and finds whether there is corresponding

service information, then carry on enlightenment mining to the data warehouse

according to the preset user model, put forward cooperative request to other user

Agent in case of the necessity to improve the mining efficiency and accuracy,

which guarantees the effective sharing of the preset information storehouse to

avoid resources waste. User Agent communicates with each other with KQML

language. There is an action expression example based on KQML: User Agent

i transfers request to user Agent j, and user Agent j receives the request then

looks over his model storehouse, finally returns the result to user Agent i. The

process is expressed as follows:

(ask for

: sender Agent i

: receiver Agent j

: reply-with user j_model repository

: content (Userrequest(commodity material))

: language vb

: ontology commodity material)

(3) Mining Agent

The mining Agent is the analytic center of the whole Agent system. It mines

the information registered in website, the daily visit record and shopping

message of customer in website. Also, it excavates the data from user's model

storehouse according to the rule in the rule store- house. It mainly adopts two

kinds of analytical methods, such as the related rule mining and cluster analysis

[5].

(4) Information storehouse

There are two kinds of information storehouses in this system: One is user

model storehouse, the other is Agent information storehouse. User model
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storehouse keeps user's basic information, historical web-hit record and

prediction of the customer's possible future behaviors; furthermore it keeps ID

number of other customers with similar interests and behaviors. While the Agent

information storehouse keeps customer’s all materials in website, and classifies

various users with the similar characteristics and behaviors according to cluster

method, which benefits analysis and predicts a lot [6].

2.2 The work process of system

(1) Management Agent receives order submitted from graphic user interface.

(2) Management Agent looks over the related information in the Agent

information storehouse, activates or creates user Agent and transfers task to

user Agent.

(3) User Agent transfers information to mining Agent, then mining Agent

carries on data mining for user’s task with various kinds mining methods,

and provides feedbacks for user Agent.

(4) User Agent communicates with other user Agent according to provided

systematic serial number and transfers information to mining Agent.

(5) User Agent assembles mining information to shape rule, updates user model

and returns to management Agent.

(6) Management Agent receives information, updates Agent information

storehouse and feedbacks the mining result to user.

3. THE ALGORITHM OF DATA MINING SYSTEM BASED ON

MULTI-AGENT

In B2C, online shopping is the most common one. In order to give a clear

illustration, this paper takes an example of a customer buying the books of Cisco

certification exam. This system mainly solves the problem of how to excavate

out the purchase law utilizing Agent technology with the purpose to offer

individual-customer oriented service. For online electronic shop, understanding
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the customer's personal character and experience is a key factor to attract the

long-term customer. The data in web daily record file reveals the customer's

browse character and improves customer's interest in website.

Data sources of data mining in e-commerce

There is a great variety of data in e-commerce which can be used for data

mining analysis. Usually the types of data which can be used for data mining to

produce different knowledge modes are as follows

3.1 Server data

Customers will leave their respective log data on Web servers when visiting

these sites. These log data are usually stored in servers in the form of document

files, generally including server logs, error logs, cookies logs and so on.

3.2 Path analysis

It can be used to determine the most frequently visited path on a Web site.

Through path analysis, we can find important pages and improve the design of

Web pages and the structure of the Web site.

3.3 The application of frequent path

Agent can get users' search path from server cookie, which network

topology diagram as figure 2 shows, analyze users' interest according to the

characteristics of website and the time user stays.
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Figure 2 : Network Topology Diagram

The user’s visit path in this website: {A->B->C ->D- >C ->B->A->E->F}.

Here sets TP as the largest path (namely it is the biggest link page being

called the heaviest forward path which begins from the beginning node until the

last node having no backward) [7]. If P =  i-n
i=1 ki .TP, i =1, 2…n, for i k is the

hit number of i TP. Then the frequency of any heaviest forward path is f (TPi ) =

ki. TPi / P [2]. If the value of f( TPi) is not less than the value stipulated by

customer, we call this TPi as frequent visit path. We can understand which pages

are interested by customer through fixing the frequent path, consequently it can

better perfect the design to satisfy customer’s request. Therefore we can know

that there are two largest paths in figure 2: (1) A->B->C->D (2) A ->E->F. The

paper adopts java language to realize the frequent path and the code as follows:

Void Frequentpath{

int i,j;

int S[ ][ ][ ]={{1,2,3,4},{1,5,6}}

for (i=1;i<3;i++) {

count[i]=0;
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// give the hit number of the largest path

T[i][j]=0; } // Count the customer's visit path

// calculate the hit number of each path

for (i=1;i<3;i++)

for (j=1;j<3;j++)

if(T[i]€S[j]) count[i]++;

// calculate the hit number of the whole website

P=0;

for (i=0;i<3;i++) P=P+count[i];

// calculate the visit frequency of each largest path

f[2]=0;

for (i=1;i<3;i++) f[i]=count[i]/P;

// judge frequent path

for (i=1;i<3;i++) result[i]=0;

Weight=0.3; // Stipulate a threshold value

for (i=1;i<3;i++)

if (f[i]>=weight) {

result[i]=1;

System.out.println(T[i]+”is frequent path”);

}

}

3.3 Relevant rule

Usually customers visit a certain interesting webpage according to the

interesting words, and they will continue visiting web page through chaining. If

data produced by such relationship can be excavated and analyzed according to a
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certain tactics, we can count the rates of pages visited by customers and their

interested pages, then organize website well, and implement the effective market

tactics. Apriori algorithm is a kind of typical relevant regular algorithm. The

basic thought is to find out all 1- frequent item set, make up L1, then found out

2- frequent item set L2 by L1, so as to analogize until there is no new frequent

item set produced. Mainly there are two operations during this course: joining

and beta pruning. We find that pruning part takes much time. In order to

improve the efficiency of mining, so we revise Apriori algorithm a little. The

improved pruning process of the algorithm is to take out every element of LK-1

sequentially, and if it is the subset of element of the CK, then the count plus 1.

After scanning every element in L, if the count of every element in C is equals to

K, then it is K-frequent item set, or else deleted [8]. The improved code of

algorithm as follows:

FrequentItemsets{

Scan D to find L1;

K=2;

do{

CK=apriori_gen(LK-1); // Join operation get possible K

data item set

for each s€LK-1

do{

for each c€CK

if (s c) c.count++;

LK={c€ CK | c.count  minsup} // no less than the

minimalsupport
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} While (|LK|=1);

}

With the above-mentioned analysis, we put the related articles with certain

support degree and confidence degree together or make file website link directly

according to users' interest and the frequent path. As example cited above, the

customer buys Cisco certification books. It is certain that he will consider

relevant other basic books or simulation and prediction paper in network. The

website can offer the chaining of relevant websites directly to save the

customer's search time, leave a good impression for the customer, and increase

the probability of the hit next time.

3.4 Cluster analysis

E-commerce website recommends goods for customer or offers information

to lead customer to buy some certain articles. It can predict the customer’s

purchase behavior according to other customers’ records or past purchase

behaviors of this customer, and simulate sales-person to help the customer to

finish buying course. When Agent recommends the goods to customer, they

can't do it at will and blindly. Agent should synthetically analyze users' interest,

hobby and the articles bought by customer who has the similar behavior

characteristic, provide the appropriate suggestion, and set up the loyalty of

websites. In this process, there uses cluster analytical method to mining the data.

Cluster analysis is an important human behavior. People can discern

intensive and sparse area through it. Therefore people can find the overall

distribution mode, and the interesting relation between data attribution. For

e-commerce, the cluster can help market analysis personnel to find different

customer groups from customer's information storehouse, and portray different

characteristic of customer groups with their mode of buying. It is a good mining

method to utilize cluster analysis of the daily record. Any server’s daily records

can be expressed in the following form: L = (IP, userID, URL, Starttime,
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Finishtime). There IP, userID, URL, Starttime, Finishtime stand for the

customer's IP address, customer ID, the URL hit by customer, landing time and

leaving time respectively. We can judge whether customer i is interested in the

website j according to their stopover time T[i][ j](= Finishtime[i] Starttime[i]) ,

for I stands for customer i and j stands for website j. Setting a minimum time

tmin, if T[i][ j] < t min , then customer i is regarded as that he isn’t interested in

websites j . We take n customers and m websites as an example and set up

matrix of the data and different degree of matrix, as figure 3 and figure 4 shows.

Figure 3 : N user-m website

Figure 4 : The related degree figure of customer

Here d(i, j) stands for the related degree of customer i and customer j .

Analyzing from the above, we can know all activity situation of every customer

clearly, then we can divide customers into groups with similar interest and

hobby, and help the recommendation system analyze. Agent applies the

excavated rule into recommend system to set up the model of prediction. In the

example, customer wants to buy Cisco certification books, we can infer the

related books he needed according to the time length he stayed on page,
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meanwhile provide the purchase situation of other users’ with the same demand,

besides the suggestion of studying, which improves the mining efficiency.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Thus, gathering the survey result it might help the website designer for

further improvement of the website, which attracts many visitors to visit the

website. The survey results provide the entire information for re-designing a

website that can decrease the amount of data transmission, lighten network

load, improve mining performance and effectively guarantee the security of

the data.

5. CONCLUSION

In the process of commercial activity, e-commerce improves the efficiency

of commercial activity greatly through the combination of people and

telecommunication, meantime, reduces the unnecessary intermediate step, but

the huge amount of data has caused the systematic bottleneck, which is unable to

meet realistic demand. Applying data mining into e-commerce system makes the

trade company escape from the huge data and carry on market orientation of

goods and consumption analysis to draw market tactics accurately, which can

also be used for analyzing the trade mode and predicting the sales conditions.

While the intelligence of Agent can help people get their requisite information

effectively. The data mining system, based on Agent designed in this paper,

improves the data mining efficiency a lot and reduces network burden

effectively, affords the personalized service and really meets user's demands

through the cooperation between Agents.
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